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Load Command™ system
Now load 4,542.5L (1,200 U.S. gal.) in as fast as three 
minutes. With this fully integrated solution designed 
specifi cally for the 4930 and 4940 Self-Propelled 
Sprayers, you can get back to the fi eld faster and spray 
more acres per day.

Part numbers and applications: 
BN909651:   Tender arm and vehicle-mounting brackets 

4930 and 4940 Sprayers

BN202580:  Tender arm only, 4930 and 4940 Sprayers

BN202625:  Field-install, must have eductor, 4930 Sprayers

BN400414:  Field-install, must have eductor, 4940 Sprayers

BN909666:  Field-install, without eductor, 4930 Sprayers

BN909750:  Field-install, without eductor, 4940 Sprayers
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Performance, muscle, comfort, 
convenience and versatility. 

John Deere performance parts and 
attachments are more than “nice to have” 
options. They make good business sense 
– saving you time, and helping you protect 
your sprayer investment. They also help you 
make better application decisions, maximise 
your inputs, and much more.

Take the attachment called Direct Injection, 
for example. It lets you accurately inject 
chemicals directly into the carrier fl ow 
without having to mix it in the solution tank. 
Talk about a time saver!

Help keep your sprayer in great condition and 
preserve your investment by adding
John Deere Fenders or Underframe Shields.

And if you want to make sure conditions are 
right for spraying, now you can instantly fi nd 
out with John Deere Mobile Weather. This 
program delivers detailed weather data for 
the specifi c fi eld you’re working in – so you 
can make the most of your time and inputs. 

Read through the following pages to check 
out the many John Deere attachments and 
parts available to help your bottom line. 
Then stop by your local John Deere dealership 
today to fi nd out just how easy it is to
Add More profi tability to your sprayer.

Wheel shields
A proven way to help prevent damage to bushy crops. 
Made with damage-resistant polyethylene, these wheel 
shields gently part crops to allow wheel package to easily 
fl ow past. Flexible skirt conversion kit also available to 
resist rocks and bumps.

Part numbers and applications: 
BN909148:  4720 and 4730 (MY10-13) Sprayers

BN909606:  4830 (MY10-13) Sprayers

BN909000:  4920 and 4930 Sprayers

BN908897:  4710 SN –3999 Sprayers

BN909094:  4710 SN 4000-5999 Sprayers

BN909641:  4630 Sprayers

BN909743:  4940 Sprayers

Direct Injection
Accurately inject chemicals into the carrier 
fl ow without having to mix it in the solution 
tank. Direct Injection eliminates the need to 
rinse the solution tank prior to switching 
chemicals. The results are easier changeover 
between crops and chemicals, quicker load 
times and fewer wasted chemical inputs.
Only available on 4940 Sprayers.

Part numbers and applications: 
BN909782:   One high-volume pump, one set 

of tanks (100 U.S. gal. system)

BN909780:   One high-volume pump, two sets 
of tanks (200 U.S. gal. system)

BN909781:   Two high-volume pumps, two 
sets of tanks (200 U.S. gal. 
system) 

BN400630:   Low-volume pump, small tank 
(35 U.S. gal. system)
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Fenders
Keep mud, rocks and crop debris from trashing your 
machine and operator station. Durable fenders extend the 
full width of your tyre for maximum protection. See your 
John Deere dealer for all the options, including fl otation tyre 
fenders.

Part numbers and applications: 
BN202345:    4710, 4720, 4730, and 4830 (row crop) Sprayers

BN202427:  4920, 4930 (row crop) Sprayers

BN202583:  4630 Narrow Sprayers

BN202582:  4630 Wide Sprayers

BN400383:  4940 Sprayers

Thermo start 
When the weather turns cold, simply add this thermo start 
application for fast starts virtually every time.

Part numbers and applications: 
BN202068:  4700 and 4710 Sprayers

Glow Plugs:  4720, 4730, and 4830 Sprayers

BN202515:  4930 Sprayers

High clearance
Perfect for spraying tasseled corn. Get an extra 40.64 cm 
(16-in.) of lift for a total 193 cm (76-in.) crop clearance. 
Includes extensions for wheel struts, hydraulic hoses, 
ladders, eductor and eyewash plus all the installation 
hardware you’ll need.

Part numbers and applications: 
See your local dealer for model ordering information.
*Underframe shielding and wheel shields recommended but not included.

Traction control
When tyre slippage is an issue, this system helps power your 
sprayer through punishing fi eld conditions. Traction control 
helps divide fl ow in one circuit to the non-slipping wheel.

Part numbers and applications: 
BN202424:  4710 and 4720 Sprayers

BN202531:  4730 and 4830 Sprayers

Lights 
Keep working past sunset with HID rear work lights, the 
next best thing to sunlight. Or choose John Deere fi eld 
lamps, including two 65-W fl ood lamps that turn with the 
front wheels, four 55-W fl ood lamps illuminating the boom, 
one 35-W fl ood lamp for light when fi lling the tank, and 
two 65-W rear fl oodlights.

Part numbers and applications: 
BN202420 HID light kits:  4920 and 4930 Sprayers

BN202418 fi eld lamps:  4720 Sprayers

Standard fi eld lamps:  4930 Sprayers

Automatic air-spring chassis-levelling 
system
Enhance performance by adding this system that adjusts 
your sprayer air springs automatically. When it’s time to 
haul your sprayer on a trailer, the switch, located near the 
Quik-Fill™ valve, allows quick defl ation, then promptly 
reinfl ates after you restart the sprayer.

Part numbers and applications: 
BN909381:  4710, 4720, 4730, and 4830 Sprayers

BN202514:  4920 and 4930 Sprayers

BN202560:  4930 SN 4001-5999 Sprayers

BN202467*: 4720 Sprayers *Requires on-board air system

Steering Toe Control
Prevent the front steering wheels from coming out of 
alignment in excessively rough or uneven fi eld conditions. 
By inserting the toe control valve, you block the oil 
between the steering cylinder piston and the steering
valve metering pump, preventing it from leaking back
to the reservoir.

Part numbers and applications: 
BN400489:  4630 Sprayers

BN202387:  4710 Sprayers

BN202481:  4720, 4730, and 4830 Sprayers

Wheel motor shields 
Keep crop and mud away from the inside of the wheel 
motor for easier cleaning and added protection from
fi eld debris.

Part numbers and applications: 
BN202605:  4720, 4730, and 4830 Sprayers

BN202429:  4920 and 4930 Sprayers
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Fuel fi ll ladder
A convenient way to get easy access for refuelling. When 
you’re done, simply stow it away until the next time.

Part numbers and applications: 
BN202594:  4730 and 4830 without underframe shields

BN202595:  4730 and 4830 with underframe shields

Underframe shields 
Simply mount these shields to the underside of the chassis 
to help protect your crop from entanglement in vehicle 
components. Shields are mounted on hinges to allow 
quick, easy access to vehicle components.

Part numbers and applications: 
BN202606:  4630 Sprayers

BN202453:  4830 (SN 3382 and below) Sprayers

BN202453:  4730 (SN4939 and below)

BN202593:  4730 (SN 4940-8000) Sprayers

BN202593:  4830 (SN 3383-8000) Sprayers

BN202613:  4730 (SN 8001 and up) Sprayers

BN202613:  4830 (SN 8001 and up) Sprayers

BN202615:  4930 Sprayers (MY08-Up) Sprayers

BN202524:  4930 (MY07) Sprayers

BN202543:  4730 (SN 4939 and below) Sprayers

BN400415:  4940 Sprayers

Boom clean-out kit 
Simply mount this attachment on the ends of each boom 
section, then open to fl ush the system and avoid any 
clogging. Use with 25.4 mm (1-in.) plumbing.

Part number and applications: 
BN202517:  4720, 4730, 4830, and 4930 Sprayers

BN400413:  4940 Sprayers

3-inch Quik-Fill™ solution tank
Reduce your fi ll time by more than half compared to a 
50.8 mm (2-in.) fi ll. Our Quik-Fill tank is integrated into the 
solution system, including 76.2 mm (3-in.) plumbing from 
the fi ll to the solution tank.

Part numbers and applications: 
BN202379:  4700, 4710, and 4720 Sprayers

BN202397:  4730 and 4830 Sprayers

Standard:  4920 and 4930 Sprayers

Nozzle drops
A proven way to dramatically reduce drift. Attach nozzle 
bodies to the boom structure at the nozzle drop spacing 
you need. These nozzles include a 60.9 cm (24-in.) fl exible 
plastic hose, two adjustable-angle nozzles, a jumper hose, 
and a mounting bracket.

Part numbers and applications: 
See your John Deere dealer for all the options.

Weight brackets 
Never again let steep hills and terraces cause your sprayer’s 
front tyres to lose traction and spin. John Deere weight 
brackets provide the ballast you need, holding up to six 
Quik-Tatch™ weights. Weights sold separately.

Part numbers and applications: 
BN202350:  4700 and 4710 Sprayers

R82549:  4720, 4730, and 4830 Sprayers

Hydraulic tread adjust 
Adjust wheel spacing without ever leaving your cab simply 
by pressing the control switches under your right-hand 
armrest. From your cab, you can see the large tread-spacing 
indicators on all four wheels. Easily change to 3.048 m 
(120-in.) spacing for road transport.

Part numbers and applications: 
BN202320:   4700, 4710, 4720, 4730, and 4830 Sprayers

Standard:  4920, 4930, and 4940 Sprayers
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Chemical eductors
This attachment lets you conveniently add chemicals to 
your tank from the ground. You can also fold the eductor 
down from its storage position to a comfortable working 
height with a spring assist.

Part numbers and applications: 
BN202081:  4700 Sprayers
BN202396:  4710, 4720, 4730, and 4830 Sprayers
BN300005:  4630 Sprayers
BN202492:  4730 and 4830 (large eductor) Sprayers
BN202401:  4920 and 4930 Sprayers
BN202493:  4930 (large eductor) Sprayers
BN400409:  4940 Sprayers
BN400410:  4940 (large eductor) Sprayers

Dual foam drops for intermediate 
boom section
With the fl ip of a switch, you can change foam-making 
locations from the end of the boom to the intermediate 
boom section. Kit includes foam collectors, mixing heads, 
plumbing, wire harness, and switches. 

Part numbers and applications: 
BN202364:  4700 and 4710 Sprayers

BN202487:  4720, 4730, and 4830 Sprayers

BN400009:   4730 and 4830 (SN 13000 and above) Sprayers

BN202425:  4920 and 4930 Sprayers

BN400011:  4930 (SN 13000 and above) Sprayers

Custom boom plumbing systems 
Boom plumbing systems let you choose between 
single- or triple-nozzle bodies. Each kit includes 
all components needed for nozzle spacings of 
431.8, 457.2, 482.6, 508, 762 or 812.8 mm (17-, 
18-, 19-, 20-, 30-, or 32-in.) and their multiples.

Part numbers and applications: 
BN300006:  4630 Sprayers

BN909608:  4730 and 4830 24.4 m (80 ft.) Sprayers

BN909610:  4730 and 4830 30.5 m (100 ft.) Sprayers

BN909379:   4920 and 4930 27.4 or 30.5 m (90 or 100 ft.) Sprayers

BN909087:  4920 and 4930 36.6 m (120 ft.) Sprayers

50 U.S. gal. high-pressure foam
marker system 
Get foam rates of up to 37.85L (10 U.S. gal.) per minute 
with our 189.3L (50 U.S. gal.) tank and on-board air system. 
Our pressurised tank has a 50.8 mm (2-in.) Quik-Fill to save 
time, letting you spray longer between fi llings. See your 
dealer for all the options.

Part numbers and applications: 
BN909707  air injection system:  4730 and 4830 (SN 13000 

and above without on-board air) Sprayers
BN400010  air injection system:  4930 (SN 13000 and above) 

Sprayers
BN400008  air injection system:  4730 and 4830 (SN 13000

and above with on-board air) Sprayers

High-fl ow stainless steel plumbing 
This option enables your sprayer to spray high-rate 189.27 
lpm (50-gpa) applications. It also handles application rates 
as low as 15.14 lpm (4-gpa). Plumbing is 25.4 mm (1-in.) 
durable stainless steel tubing* for long life.

Part numbers and applications: 
BN909560:  4730 and 4830 24.38 m (80 ft.) Sprayers

BN909561:  4730 and 4830 27.43 m (90 ft.) Sprayers

BN909562:  4730 and 4830 30.48 m (100 ft.) Sprayers

BN909380:   4920 and 4930 27.43-30.48 m 
(90-100 ft.) Sprayers

BN908975:  4920 and 4930 36.58 m (120-ft.) Sprayers
*Nozzles and nozzle body shown but excluded in kit.

On-board air system
Perfect for infl ating air bags and producing more high-quality 
foam with a 189.27L (50 U.S. gal.) high-capacity foam marker 
tank. Can also be used with air tools to blow off the sprayer or 
air up tyres.

Part numbers and applications: 
BN202306:  4700 and 4710 (SN 0-4000) Sprayers

BN202467:  4710 (SN above 4000) and 4720 Sprayers

BN202534:  4730 and 4830 Sprayers

Standard:     4920 and 4930 Sprayers
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StarFire™ 3000 receiver 
Take advantage of the latest receiver technology from
John Deere. Get access to additional satellite signals, true 
3-D integrated terrain compensation, and upgradable 
accuracy. With enhancements, it delivers more reliable 
positioning in areas with intermittent satellite availability.
It also responds quickly and accurately to changes in terrain.

Part numbers and applications: 
See your John Deere dealer for ordering information.

John Deere Mobile Weather
Accurate weather information is critical when making 
decisions about chemical application. Now you can use 
weather information specifi c to your location with Mobile 
Weather. It displays fi ve critical values – wind speed (true), 
wind detection, Delta T, temperature and relative humidity 
– to help you determine the effectiveness and manner of 
chemical application.

Part numbers and applications: 
Visit your local dealer for more information.

Power wash system 
The powerful way to remove dirt and chemicals from the 
boom, wheels, tyres, frame, and undercarriage. Kit includes 
a 15.14 lpm (4-gpm), 1,500-psi (103 bar) pump, 15.24 m 
(50 ft.) high-pressure hose, a 76.2 mm (3-in.) lance,
and a versatile high/low variable fan fl ow nozzle.

Part number and applications: 
PM182403:   4730, 4830, 4920, 4930, and 4940 Sprayers
See installation instructions in N301675.

Dual fl ow metre conversion kit 
Adapt your single-fl ow metre to a dual-fl ow metre to convert a standard system into a high-fl ow system.

Part number and applications: 
BN202629:  4720, 4730, and 4830 Sprayers

Fencerow spray nozzle kit
The productive way to increase your spraying coverage 
along fencerows. With the XT nozzle, you can cover an 
additional 5.029 m (16.5 ft.). It’s as easy as fl ipping a 
switch in the cab. Spray nozzles sold separately.

Part numbers and applications: 
BN202057:  4700, 4710, and 4720 Sprayers

BN300004:  4630 Sprayers

BN202541:  4730 and 4830 Sprayers

BN202400:  4920 and 4930 Sprayers

BN400408:  4940 Sprayers

Radar sensor 
Recommended for hilly or muddy fi eld conditions where 
wheel slippage is a problem. The radar-speed sensor 
integrates into the SprayStar™ vehicle-and-rate-control 
system to account for changes in wheel slippage.

Part numbers and applications: 
BN202392:  4700 and 4710 Sprayers

BN202460:  4720, 4730, and 4830 Sprayers

BN202412:  4920, 4930, and 4940 Sprayers

Raven AutoBoom™
This system automates boom-height control to increase 
application accuracy and reduce boom wear and tear.
Fits on your 4700 and 4710 Sprayers.

Part numbers and applications: 
See your local dealer for ordering confi gurations.
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Boom supply line strainers
Simply mount these directly to the boom valves extending 
rearward for extra protection against clogged nozzle tips
or tip strainers. The 18.3 m (60 ft.), three-section booms 
include three strainers, while 24.4 and 27.4 m (80 and 90 
ft.), fi ve-section booms include fi ve strainers.

Part numbers and applications: 
BN202204:   6700, 4700, 4710, and 4720 24.38 to 27.43 m 

(80 to 90 ft.) Sprayers

PM3282154N:   6700, 4700, 4710 (self-cleaning strainer)
Sprayers

BN202426:  4920 and 4930 Sprayers

Through parts:  4730 and 4830 Sprayers

High-capacity transfer pump
Powered by a fi eld-proven Mi-T-M engine, this high-
performance pump has a peak suction lift of up to 7.6 m 
(25 ft.). Its polypropylene housing is ideal for corrosive 
conditions. Depend on this pump to handle solid particles 
in suspension up to 9.5 mm (3/8-in.) diametre.

Part numbers and applications: 
PR-FP2GM:   50.8 mm x 50.8 mm (2-in. x 2-in.) port,

up to 200 gpm

PR-FP2GM-C*:   2-in. x 2-in. port, up to 200 gpm

PR-FP3GM:   76.2 mm x 76.2 mm (3-in. x 3-in.) port,
up to 440 gpm

PR-FP3GM-E:   3-in. x 3-in. port, up to 440 gpm
*Meets all emissions guidelines per the California Air Resources Board.

GreenStar 3 system (GS3)
GreenStar 3 comes complete with the GreenStar Basics 
package that provides documentation, precision application, 
and manual guidance software. Upgrade with Pro Modules 
to incorporate automatic guidance with AutoTrac™ steering. 
For older models of 4700, 4710, 4720, and 4920 Sprayers, 
choose the original GreenStar. GreenStar Parallel Tracking is 
also available.

Part numbers and applications: 
See your John Deere dealer for ordering information
for 4730, 4830, 4930, and 4940 Sprayers.

BoomTrac Pro™ height control system
A proven way to dramatically reduce spray drift and skips. 
This system increases application accuracy and effi ciency 
by maintaining a more consistent boom height above the 
crop. See your John Deere dealer for all the options.

Part numbers and applications: 
BN909714 3-Sensor system:  4630 (SN 0000-8316) Sprayers
BN400195 3-Sensor system:  4630 (SN 13001- ) Sprayers
BN202557 2-Sensor System*:  4730 and 4830 Sprayers
BN202520 2-Sensor System*:  4920 and 4930 Sprayers
BN909527 5-Sensor system:  4940 Sprayers
* For upgrading a 3-Sensor System to a 5-Sensor System

QuickLub® automatic lubrication system
Keep spraying in the fi eld with confi dence, knowing this kit 
automatically metres the right amounts of grease to 75 
lube points, including the chassis and boom, as you go.
By purging contaminants, this kit delivers excellent 
lubrication of wear surfaces and a solid grease seal for 
extra protection.

Part numbers and applications: 
277270-Lincoln:  4630 Sprayers

277271-Lincoln:   4630 (manual) Sprayers

275998-Lincoln:  4730 and 4830 Sprayers

274965-Lincoln:   4920, 4930, and 4940 Sprayers

277948-Lincoln:   4940 (wet/drybox combo) Sprayers
QuickLub is a registered trademark of Lincoln Industrial.

GreenStar™ AutoTrac
An assisted-steering system that automatically guides your 
machine. Benefi ts include optimised machine effi ciency 
and reduced operator fatigue. Fits on 4700, 4710, 4720 
and 4920 Sprayers.

Part numbers and applications: 
See your local dealer for ordering information.

John Deere Section Control system 
Your sprayer productivity just got better. You can automatically 
turn boom sections on and off based on GPS technology to 
reduce overlap. That means you’ll be able to focus on other cab 
functions instead of constantly monitoring the boom, making 
every pass more effi cient. Plus, you’ll reduce input costs and 
operator fatigue — and get potentially higher yield gains.

Part numbers and applications: 
See your John Deere dealer for ordering information.



At John Deere, you’ll fi nd the best parts availability, the most responsive service 
support and the best product information in the industry. Nobody supports you 
like we do. That’s the John Deere difference.

You’ll fi nd just a sample of our kits and a brief description of their applications
in this brochure. For details on specifi c attachments, parts, recommendations,
and instructions for your John Deere sprayer, talk with your John Deere dealer.

See your dealer for the 
John Deere difference.

This literature has been compiled for worldwide circulation. While general information, pictures and descriptions are provided, some illustrations 
and text may include fi nance, credit, insurance, product options and accessories not available in all regions. Please contact your local dealer for 
details. John Deere reserves the right to change specifi cation, design and price of the products described in this literature without notice. 
John Deere’s green and yellow colour scheme, the leaping deer symbol, and John Deere are trademarks of Deere & Company. 
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